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North Carolina Homewares Company, Haand, Introduces Cloudware Flowerpots For 
Summer 2015  
         
Graham, North Carolina - July 2015

Haand, a growing North Carolina homewares company expands already popular Cloudware 
line to include five new flowerpot designs and sizes.  The Cloudware Flowerpot Line includes 
planters for both the table and floor or porch.  The Haand Cloudware Flowerpot Line seam-
lessly combines functionality and thoughtful yet simple planter designs to encourage users 
to create their own narrative. Haand’s Cloudware Flowerpots are durable heirlooms designed 
to be used every day throughout the home and garden.

Each flowerpot has ample drainage and comes with a deep catch plate to avoid leaks and 
encourage watering. The new Cloudware Flowerpot Line is modeled after traditional forms, 
with Haand’s special interpretation and touch. The Cloudware Flowerpots’ unglazed exteri-
or adds color, texture and interest to your herbs, succulents, flowers or bonsai. As with all 
of Haand’s products, each Cloudware Flowerpot is fired to 2300F to produce high quality, 
durable and chip resistant planters.  All planters are also lead free, food safe and dishwasher 
safe.  

Haand’s new Cloudware Flowerpot line reflects the company’s respect for historic manufac-
turing processes and craftsmanship as well as Haand’s interest in contemporary design and 
production methods.  

At Haand, each piece is created in an efficient, low waste environment committed to using 
as few impactful resources as possible.  Haand’s ceramic studio, located forty miles west of 
Raleigh in the countryside, collects rainwater for use in glazes and slip, works completely by 
skylights on sunny days and employs the most efficient kilns possible. Each Cloudware Flow-
erpot is poured, glazed and polished by hand by Haand’s team of six employees.  

In a manufacturing society that often chooses cheap, temporary solutions over long lasting, 
well-made products with integrity, Haand is determined to produce quality products intend-
ed for enjoyment over generations.  
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